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1) IDENTIFIED OUR TRAINING GOALS

We examined the big picture, determined the experience we wanted our 
audience to have, and established our goals:

• Show our sales staff how to identify the key players (decision makers) in 
a potential client company

• Educate our staff about core Autodesk products and what they do

• Reinforce the importance of researching a client’s company and their 
corporate pain points

• Provide follow-up tools for our management team

2) WROTE & PRODUCED THE GAME

The game writing was a true collaboration between Autodesk and our 
partner group, Steel Owl Productions.  We developed two, 45-minute 
games designed to “pop up” at our Las Vegas conference. We wanted games to be flexible so we could “swap content” and use the game 
flow for other training initiatives at Autodesk. We created a game skeleton and filled in the content we wanted.

Each week, we’d meet to review game plans (pictured), film/audio scripts, interactive props, and answer questions. Each of the games we 
developed had four rooms. In total, the writing process took two months and 22 revisions.

3) TESTED & STAGED

After the game production was complete, we tested with real players for timing, UX (User Experience) flow, and most importantly, player 
retention. The testing process took 2 weeks and involved dozens of non-Autodesk test groups. Our test results showed that groups who 
knew nothing about sales or any of Autodesk’s products had a 70% content retention rate. We were floored!

4) LAUNCHED THE GAME AND SURVEYED PARTICIPANTS

The game was a huge hit. Players came out of the game dancing and laughing and were escorted into a cocktail bar where they continued 
talking around a full-sized presentation board, showcasing what they’d learned in the experience. Their exit photos were uploaded onto 
Facebook, and the group took home some prizes they’d won by participating in the game. 

5) FOLLOW UP VIDEO SENT MANAGER/TEAM MEETINGS

After the conference, managers were sent a video and polaroid photo of their team’s “white board” conversation. This was a section of the 
game where players provided subjective answers to things they’d experienced during the game, and wrote them on a white board. 
Examples of questions where “Which persona's would you target for sales” and “What are the staff’s main pain points and how can 
Autodesk help them?” Each of the participants received an email outlining their experience with a leave-behind document.

INTRODUCTION - HERE’S HOW AUTODESK WROTE AN ESCAPE GAME



EXERCISE 1:  IDENTIFY YOUR TRAINING GOALS 

The training goal of my game is:____________________________________________

I’m targeting this group at my company: ______________________________________ 

I’m planning the escape room as a  
___ Pop Up at this event: __________________________ 
___ Permanent installation 
___ Not sure

My game will 
___ Reinforce content the teams have learned 
___ Train on new content - process 

Identify the training goals in your escape game (see examples to the right) 

I want players to particularly remember this:

Here are a few items or resources I’d like to include in my game:  (Documents, books, procedures, photos, models etc.)

Fill in the blanks: 

The BEST escape game I played was 

 ____________________________________

because ____________________________

____________________________________ 

____________________________________

Look at what you wrote above. Write a game that delivers your “be-

cause” statement.
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Answer the questions in this section and use them as a guideline when creating your game

Autodesk identified these training goals 

when building our escape room:

• Show our sales staff how to identify

the key players (decision makers) in a

potential client company

• Educate our staff about core Autodesk

products and what they do

• Reinforce the importance of re-

searching a client’s company and their

corporate pain points

• Provide follow-up tools for our man-

agement team

Fill in the blanks: 

The WORST escape game I played was 

 ____________________________________

because ____________________________

____________________________________ 

____________________________________

Look at what you wrote above. Do the opposite.



Yukon is a construction company that’s about to go bank-
rupt. To stop this from happening, your team has 60 min-
utes to provide new solutions that will save the company 

money and ultimately, keep them from going bankrupt. 

EXERCISE 2: WRITE A STORYLINE

What the situation is

What you need to do to win the game

Write at least one basic storyline, FOLLOWING THE STRUCTURE IN THE EXAMPLE ABOVE. If you can, create three. 
What are your players walking into? Describe what’s happening from the player’s perspective and what they need to 
do to escape. Follow the example above:

Brainstorm: What are the environments you’ll include in this experience (i.e. office, showroom)? What will players find in each environment?

TIP: 
If you don’t have 
an idea, think of a 

movie and write your 
storyline based on 

that.
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Escape Games have storylines. Your visitors walk into a situation with a goal. In this section, brainstorm what players need to do, and why they’re trapped. 

See the example below. Write it from the player’s perspective. 

You may change this storyline later. For now, you need to get something down on paper. If you don’t have an idea, think of an action movie and write a storyline 

based on that. (i.e. Players have gone back in time and are trapped in the past and must get back to the future). If you do have a solid idea, it’s still important to plow 

through this entire section, step-by-step. In the process, you’ll begin to flesh out exactly what you want to do.

Example: Autodesk’s Escape Room Story Line



EXERCISE 3:  PRACTICE WRITING A SEQUENCE

SEQUENCE EXERCISE 
Write a 3-Step sequence, with numbers, that are relevant to your company. This is designed for practice only.
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All escape room game plans are composed of a series of “sequences”. Sequences are clue-solving actions that, when put together or done in order, open the next 

game stage. This exercise will help you to begin thinking in game sequences. Create a clue journey that outlines what the player does and what happens. This short 

word pattern is VITAL in sequences.   

PLAYERS SEE POSTER 
ON WALL. 
They learn Yukon was 
founded in 1984 and has 
3000 employees.

PLAYERS OPEN LOCKED DESK 
DRAWER WITH CODE 1984. 
Drawer is labeled “Open with Yukon’s 
Founding Year”. Inside the desk, players 
find a key with a note: “Open the Key 
Box” With The Number of Yukon’s 
Employees”

FOUND ANSWERS  ON POSTER

PLAYERS OPEN THE KEY BOX 
WITH 3000. Inside the box, they find 
a key attached to a coil (affixed 
inside the box) with a key fob that 
says 
“OPEN THE DOOR"

PLAYERS OPEN THE DOOR TO THE NEXT 
ROOM WITH THE KEY.

Yukon Injection Molding Systems is the #1 global
supplier of injection molding equipment and
services to the plastics industry. Yukon offers the
most recognized end to end product line in the
industry and has won multiple industry awards
for operational excellence and community
engagement. Every day you encounter a
product produced using Yukon equipment,
from plastic products like bottles and caps 
for beverages to containers for the food we
consume each day.

CAREERS AT YUKON
Yukon has over 40 offices 
employing approximately 4,000
people worldwide that service
customers in over 100 countries.
We are always looking for high
performers looking for opportunities
to provide the best products for our
customers and grow their own careers. 

NIMBUS 3000 PREFORM TOOLING AND SERVICES

Our Tri-Wizard technology allows customers to reduce total part cost and increase 
ROI. As the world’s largest mold maker, Yukon is able to deliver global tooling
programs for new preform molds or conversions of existing tooling to latest
generation technology or cavitation. Preform molds are produced at dedicated
state-of-the-art facilities and we are continually investing to increase capacity,
reduce lead times, and maximize part quality.
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Open with Yukon’s 
Founding Year

THE KEY

Example: A sequence based on Autodesk’s Escape Room

Choose locked items: 

Desk 
Safe 
Filing Cabinet 
Door 
Drawer 
Other

Choose clues that have a number: 

Magazine article 
Poster 
Note 
Financial Report 
RFP 
Other

Players Find ________ 
________________ 
________________ 
________________ 
________________ 
________________

Players Open ________ 
________________ 
________________ 
Inside, they find _____ 
________________ 
________________

Players Open ________ 
________________ 
________________ 
Inside, they find _____ 
________________ 
________________

1 2 3

1. Select items
from these lists:

2. Fill in the
blanks using
the example
above. Include
stick drawings.



Players Open ________
________________
________________
Inside, they find _____
________________
________________

TIPS IN WRITING A TRAINING BASED ESCAPE ROOM 

•  MAKE IT EASY - New game writers make the mistake of being too “inside their head” when they’re writing a game. Puzzles should be extremely clear
and require no knowledge that’s not inside the experience. You’d be amazed at how people struggle with direct instructions like “Knock on the door”.
Err on the easy side

• EVERYONE SHOULD WIN - For corporate gaming, your goal is to train. Schedule games so there’s enough time for everyone to complete the experi-
ence, whether they do it in :60 or not.

• MARK NON-CLUES - Anything that’s not a clue should be marked “Not A Clue”.  Do not use red herrings in your game.

• ADD BONUS MINUTES AND GIFTS - Players LOVE finding and winning things in game. Create easer egg journeys where they can win three free
minutes or a free drink card. These could be completing an extra activity, doing something as a group, or simply finding something in game.

•  TRAINING CONTENT SHOULD BE SIMPLE - Do not expect your training-based escape game to teach complicated concepts. The game should be
used to reinforce content the player’s already know and/or to teach them something new that’s very easy to understand.

• BE CLEAR IN YOUR INSTRUCTIONS - The intro should outline exactly how many rooms are in the experience and what players need to do. Give them
tips about working together. In the front of the game, include a “RULES AND TIPS” poster.

• MAKE IT WHIMSICAL AND FUN - The goal is to get your groups learning... but also to get them team building. Consider this as you’re deciding on
your theme and music.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?   
This varies greatly. In our research, for a good experience that’s custom-written for training and with custom-built technology, the average price is about 
$150k for the scope that we needed… and goes up from there. The costs depend on location, number of rooms, technologies, and goals. Can you 
find something cheaper? Yes. But what we saw for less than that were flimsy or shallow experiences. Get the budget you need to go full force.

HOW LONG DID IT TAKE?  
After we got approvals and found our production company, it took about 4 months to develop the game.

HOW MUCH AUTODESK STAFF WAS INVOLVED?  
There were two team members that were heavily involved, dedicating about 40 hours a month. We had four additional team members that were pulled 
in for periodic meetings and content information.

WHAT WAS IN YOUR GAME?  
Escape OTC was a 4-room experience at a Sales Enablement conference in Las Vegas. Our goal was to reinforce content. Players went through a 
factious company called Yukon, identified the company’s problems, and found solutions to those problems by using Autodesk products. At the finale, 
each team was videotaped contemplating and answering questions on a white board. The videos were sent to their managers.

HOW DO YOU WORK WITH AN OUTSIDE COMPANY?  
We worked with a company called Steel Owl Productions in a three phase process. Phase 1 was writing the game plans. Phase 2 was producing the 
game. And Phase 3 was facilitating the game. The prices were broken down in each phase which helped us to mitigate costs and control our budget.

TIPS & FAQS




